3 loop staging with Trak-DTRL's
To begin operation place one train (loop #1) in the loop beyond it's stop section. Place the other two trains in their STOP sections. Put track
power to a desired run speed for each track (adjust accordingly). When train in loop #1 enters it's "Start Track #2", train in "STOP #2" will start.
Train in loop #1 will proceed to it's "STOP #1" and stop. Train in loop #2 will progress to the "Start Track #3" and start train in loop #3. Train in
loop will proceed to it's "STOP #2" and stop. Train in loop #3 will progress to the "Start Track #1" and start train in loop #1. Train in loop will
proceed to it's "STOP #3" and stop. This completes the process which will recycle until track power is
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removed. The Trak-DTRL's will remember it's settings between power cycles so after the initial operation,
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the trains can be stopped anywhere and restarted the next day. Power to the Trak-DTRL's should be on
before power to the train loops or at the same time but not afterwards.
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To wire to the 12VPS and Trak-DTRL's:
Install stranded wires (not solid wires!)
by stripping insulation back 3/16", place
wire in hole, run screw down to clamp in
position. Make sure wires do not short
to adjacent terminals!
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GAP - air space between rails, a
simple air gap or plastic
insulator may be used.
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Wire for the 12VPS and it's
12vDC output to the
Trak-DTRL's can be 22 awg or
heavier.
Track power wire needs to be
larger (#10 - #18) depending on
the current draw of the train.
Higher current = heavier wire!
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Mount the 12VPS and Trak-DTRL's
using #4 or #6 flat head screws into the
metal stand off's on the boards. Make
sure the screw heads are so large as to
to rub against any part on the board!
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You can add station stops, train
staging (operating two or more
trains on the same loop of track),
and other automation / things
between the right "Stop Track" and
the left "Start Track" as long as the
trai i's beyond those sections! Thus
making one interesting display.
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You can mix any type of gauge or track
type/voltage from one loop to the other
since they are all electrically insulated
from each other. For instance, Loop #1
could be DC, Loop #2 could be 2 rail AC
and loop #3 could be 3 rail AC. It makes
no difference!
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3 rail operators: wire the center rail
like the outside rail shown in the 2
rail drawings. The inside loop rail
would be the outside rails.
When using GARGRAVES,
CURTIS, or similar, connect the
outer rails together!
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Display operation via a push button start can be accomplished by using the Timer-3 or other DTT timer setup by simply placing it's "C" and "N/O" contacts in series with
any of the "Stop Track" trip power sections so that when times up, the next train in the sequence won't start unless the timer has not completed it's set display time run.

